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COTTON TIP PROBES

With focused research and testing, 7E has 

developed a Cotton Tip probe that is 
tmcompatible with all three of our MyoLift  

devices. With a clean and sleek design, the 

double-ended probes deliver a precise and 

dened point of contact on the skin. 

Both the MyoLift  Classic Applicator Tip tm

tm
and the MyoLift  Cotton Tip probes 

have endless benets both separately 

and combined. The probes 

communicate with each other to 

deliver a precise current to the face 

and neck via Replenish Hydrating 

Spritzer and/or Conductive Tx gel. 

While using the pinch  hold  and

technique, you're assured that the 

probe communication is taking place. 

The movements for the Cotton Tip 

probes remain the same as the Classic 

Applicator probes and professionals nd 

it is ideal to have both in the treatment 

room. 



tm
MyoLift  Cotton Tip Probes

Constructed with Brass Alloy material  

(no nickel). 

Provides a smooth slide over the skin. 

Sensation of a stronger current, there-

fore less intensity is needed. 

Benets:

Fits any brand of cotton tips with a paper 

stem.

Less conductive gel is required.

Pinch-and-Hold technique capabilities.

Basic Protocol: 

Plug your Cotton Tip Lead Wire into your 
tmMyoLift  device.

Cut cotton tip swabs to measure ¼ inch.

Soak cotton tip swabs in Replenish 

Hydrating Spritzer to saturate.

Insert tips ends into each probe socket.

tm
Prepare the skin prior to your MyoLift  

treatment. 

Cotton tips must stay moist in order to 

maintain conductivity. 

If necessary you may dip cotton tips into 

RePlenish Hydrating Sprizter throughout 

your treatment to maintain moisture. 

Use your Cotton Tip probes with the 

same movements as your Classic 

Applicator Probes.

Wipe the probe applicators thoroughly 

with a damp cloth to remove any 

residue. DO NOT IMMERSE THE METAL 

PORTION OF THE PROBE APPLICATORS 

INTO ANY LIQUID.

tm If you are a MyoLift owner, you can refer to 

the Quick Reference Guide in your customer 

support portal for more guidance.

For more information please visit us at:  

www.7ewellness.com 


